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Abstract– Swimming microrobots are miniature machines which can be designed and fabricated
using microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. They can play a key role in many
biomedical applications, such as controlled drug delivery, microsurgery, and diseases monitoring.
Many researches have been carried out on micro swimming methodologies. Also, different
propulsion mechanisms have been introduced for 1-DOF microswimmers. The objective of this
work is to study a flagellar microswimmer with controlled maneuvers. The propulsion mechanism
used in our design contains two prokaryotic flagella, rotating into the fluid media, leading to
microrobot movement. In this study, we have tried to focus on dynamic modeling of the motion
proposed for the swimming microrobot. Then, an appropriate control law was developed in order
to control the microrobot maneuvers. The resistive-force theory was used in order to determine the
hydrodynamic force created by the rotary motion of each flagellum into the fluid media. Feedback
linearization method was used to control the motion of microrobot for tracking performance. The
results obtained revealed that microrobot can be controlled in such a way that the desired
maneuver can be performed by applying the designed controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Swimming microrobot have the potential of being implanted inside human bodies and accomplishing
many complex tasks, such as controlled drug delivery, monitoring of syndromes, and minimally invasive
surgery [1, 2]. Such crucial applications reveal the importance of developing a maneuverable
microswimmer with controlled motions. The substantial contrast between swimming at micro and macro
scales arises from the hydrodynamics law corresponding regimes of fluid flows. Due to the miniature size
and low velocity of swimming microrobots, their motion occurs in very low Reynolds number (Re≪1)
fluid flow. In this case, the viscous forces may have dominant effects and therefore, the inertial forces can
be ignored.
The most important part of the swimming microrobots is their propulsion mechanism. Three
biological propulsion mechanisms are introduced to be used in swimming microrobots, inspired by
swimming microorganisms in nature. These methodologies are prokaryotic flagellar motion, eukaryotic
flagellar motion, and ciliary motion [3].
There is large amount of research concerning propulsion mechanisms in swimming microrobots.
Behkam and Sitti developed two methodologies for swimming in very low Re fluid flows based on
prokaryotic and eukaryotic flagellar motions [4, 5]. Kosa et al. presented a new propulsion mechanism for
swimming at microscale based on traveling wave in an elastic tail [6]. Li et al. advanced the swimming
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performance of prokaryyotic microro
obots by com
mposing a prrokaryotic helical head aand an elastiic tail [7].
Singleton eet al. increased the thru
ust of swim
mming microrobot using multiple paarallel flagella in the
propulsion ssystem, [8]. Ghanbari an
nd Bahrami ppresented a novel
n
propulssion methodoology based on ciliary
motion whiich is inspireed by the prrotozoan parramecium [1]. There are other works
ks concentratted on the
control of swimming microrobots
m
in the literaature. Mahoney et al. designed
d
a vvelocity con
ntrol for a
magneticallly actuated flagellar
fl
micrroswimmer [[9]. Marino et
e al advanceed robust H∞ technique to control
the motion oof an electroomagnetic miicroswimmerr in the preseence of somee parameters uncertainty [10].
Dynam
mic model of
o one degrree-of-freedoom flagellar swimming microrobott was studieed in the
previous woorks. Howevver, here we have tried tto advance th
he dynamic model of tw
wo degrees-of-freedom
maneuverabble swimminng microrobo
ot and then, ddesign an app
propriate con
ntroller to coontrol the microrobot's
maneuvers.
2. DYNA
AMIC MODE
ELING
Inspired byy the motionn of microo
organisms, w
we propose a flagellar swimming microrobot which is
propelled byy two prokaaryotic flagellla and has thhe ability off doing 2-D maneuvering
m
g. The schem
matic view
of the propoosed microroobot and the prokaryotic
p
fflagella are shown
s
in Fig
g. 1.

Fig. 1. Scheematic view of a swimmingg microrobot propelled
p
by tw
wo prokaryotiic flagella

Accordding to the viscosity
v
of the
t fluid andd rotational frequency
f
off flagellum, a hydrodynaamic force
acts on the flagellum when
w
the prrokaryotic flaagellum rotaates in the fluid
f
media. This force results in
propulsion in the swim
mming micro
orobot. The geometrical parameters of the heliccal flagellum
m and the
normal and tangential components
c
of
o the hydroddynamic force, exerted on
o each flageellum, are sp
pecified in
the Fig. 1.
We havve applied reesistive-force theory (RF
FT) to derivee the normal and tangenttial componeents of the
viscous hyddrodynamic force
f
[11]. Considering
C
eelement ds along
a
the helical flagellum
m and using
g RFT, the
correspondiing normal and
a tangentiial componennts (dFn , dFt ) of the viscous
v
forcce are calcullated. The
equations drriven are shoown below:

dFi  C i V i ds

i  n, t

(1)

ned as follow
ws [12]:
The resistivve coefficientts for a helical flagellum ( C n and C t ) are obtain
Cn 

4
,
 0.18  1
ln 

 d  2

Ct 

2
 0.18 
ln 

 d 

Composing the normal and tangential componeents of
an
nd
about of thee X-directionn for each flag
gellum is obttained by:

(2)

, the ressultant force and torque along and

dFX  dFt coos   dFn sin
n
dM X  A (dFt sin   dF
d n cos  )

(3)

ment ds can bee obtained frrom Eq. (4):
The normal and tangenttial velocitiess of the elem
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(4)

t

Where, and are the input angular velocity of system and resistive angular velocity constructed by
respectively. Furthermore, there is an additional viscous torque constituted through hydrodynamic reaction
between the helical flagella and surrounding the fluid flow. The X-component of this torque is obtained by
Eq. (5) [12]:

M S  n d 2 cos 

(5)

The body of microrobot is considered as a sphere with the radius of a. Two prokaryotic flagella are
symmetrically located on the diameter of sphere along the Y-direction. Disregarding the inertial terms, the
governing equations, corresponded to microrobot's motion, would be set up through force and momentum
equilibrium equations as follows:

F
M

X,helix

 FX, body  0

Z,helix

 M Z, body  0

(6)

and
characterize the drag force and torque, respectively. Considering Stokes flow,
Where, ,
,
the drag force and torque for a sphere with the radius of a are calculated by:
FX, body  6aX
M Z, body  8a 3

(7)

In which  is the angular velocity of microrobot body about Z-axis. Substituting Eqs. (1) and (4) in the
Eq. (3) and integrating for X   0 n   leads to:

Fi ,X  An  (C n  C t )(i  )sin   n  (C n sin 2  sec   C t cos  ) X , i  1, 2
M i ,X  A 2 n  (C n cos   C t sin 2  sec  )(i  )  (An  (C n  C t )sin  ) X , i  1, 2

(8)

Moreover, the magnitude of  is determined according to momentum equation about X-axis:

M 1,X  M 2,X  2M S  0

(9)

Substituting the Eqs. (5), (7) and (8) in the Eqs. (6) and (9), the forward velocity of microswimmer
and its angular velocity about Z-axis would be obtained as:

X 

p1
(1  2 )
4 p 22  2 p 3 p 4

 

p2
(1  2 )
p5

(10)

Parameters p1 to p5 are defined in the terms of geometrical parameters of flagella and hydrodynamic
properties of fluid media, in the set of relations in Eq. (11).

p1  A n 2  2 d 2 (C n  C t )sin 2
p 2  A n  (C n  C t )sin 
p 3  A 2 n  (C n cos   C t sin 2  sec  )  n  d 2 cos 

(11)

p 4  2n  (C n sin 2  sec   C t cos  )  6a
p 5  8 a 3 b
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Equatioon (10) show
ws that when
n ω1 and ω2 are equal to
o each other, there is no rotation abo
out Z-axis.
Therefore, m
microrobot can move along a straigght line with
hout any maaneuvering. However, when
w
each
flagellum rootates with different freequencies, thhe microrobo
ot can rotatee continuoussly and mov
ve in twodimensional path.

3. TRAC
CKING CON
NTROL
Taking intoo account bioomedical app
plications of tthe swimmin
ng microrobo
ots, the nece ssity of conttrol in this
work wouldd be appreciiated. In the current secttion, attentio
on is focused
d on the traccking perforrmance of
microrobot,, i.e. makingg it maneuv
ver in the deesired way and move along
a
the deesired path. Feedback
linearizationn method is utilized to guarantee thhis purpose.. However, there are soome other methods
m
to
design trackking controller (e.g. slidin
ng mode conntrol) [13].
It shouuld be noticed that Eq. (1
10) is definedd in body co
oordinates wh
hich continuuously rotate when the
microrobot moves only along a non--straight linee. Defining (xx-y-z) as refeerence coordiinates (see Fig.
F 2), the

wo componennts:
forward velocity of X divides in tw

cos
cos

(12)

And the rotaation angle of
o φ changes with dynam
mic shown in Eq. (10). Co
onsidering fun
unction of y d  f (x d )
as a generall form of dessired path, th
he rotation anngle, corresponded to thiss curve can bbe determineed through
following reelation.

 x 



x





dx




  cos 1 
  cos 1     cos 1 
2
2 
2
2 
 dx

X
 



x

y
d
dy





(13)

ntrol strategy
y is that the ssystem inputts (i.e. the
Using Eq. (13), the desiired value off d is speciffied. The con
angular speed of each flagellum)
f
mu
ust be controolled in a waay that the ro
otation anglee  tracks th
he desired
value of d . Using feedback linearization meethod, the control
c
law for trackingg performance of the
proposed m
microswimmeer can be defi
fined by folloowing equation [14]:

1  2 

p5
(d  k  )
p2

(14)

Fig. 2. Refference coordiinates (x-y-z) and rotation angle
a
(φ)

c
and  is the traacking error (    d ) . Note that thhe differencee between
Where, k is a positive constant
( 1 and ω2 ) is the be-alll and end-alll of making rrotation and maneuver
angular veloocity of eachh flagellum (ω
in the microoswimmer. The
T control law
l of the E q. (14) can alter
a
this diffference in suuch a way th
hat system
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behaves in a desired maanner. In Eq. (14), ω2 cann be selected
d arbitrary an
nd therefore ω1 is determ
mined. The
greater valuue of ω2 cauuses the fastter tracking pperformancee. In the prokaryotic miccroorganisms, flagella
rotate at speeed about 1000 Hz [15]. Substituting the control law of Eq. (14)
(
in the ddynamic mod
del of Eq.
(10) leads too:

  k   0

(15)

e
dynamiic. The stability of error dynamic is guaranteed bearing
b
in
The Eq. (155) is so-calleed tracking error
mind the poositive constaant of k. On the other haand, the track
king error is converged tto zero and th
he perfect
tracking is eexponentiallyy satisfied.

4.
4 RESULTS
S AND DISCUSSION
In this secttion, we foccus on the simulated reesults of thee flagellar swimming m
microrobot which
w
was
dynamicallyy modeled annd controlled
d. It has beenn assumed in
n the simulattion that bothh flagella aree made of
similar steeel filament having equal geometry. F
Furthermore,, the biofluid
d media, in w
which the microrobot
m
swims, has the same hyydrodynamics features ass water. The body of miccrorobot is cconsidered ass a sphere
presses the geeometrical prroperties of each
e
flagelluum.
with a radiuus of 1.5 µm. Table 1 exp
Table 1. Geometrical properties of the prokaryottic flagella useed in the microorobot
Parameters

Dimen
nsions (µm)

Waavelength, λ
To
otal length, n λ
Fillament diameter
er, d
Am
mplitude, A
Offfset distance, b

0.7
3.5
0.02
0.25
1.0

p
, a close-loop test is desiigned. In thiss test, the desired path
To innvestigate thee controller performance
is considereed as an arbittrary curve of Eq. (16):

y d  107 x d2

(16)

s
Note that thhe coefficiennt of 107 is a normalizinng factor to amplify the magnitude of yd. The simulation
results of thhe close-loopp test are illusstrated in Figgs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Sim
mulation resultt of the close--loop system bby applying feeedback linearrization methood. A) Trackin
ng of the
rotaation angle φ. B) Path trackking performan
nce of swimm
ming microrobbot
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Figg. 4. Requiredd values of ang
gular speed off each flagellu
um in the closee-loop model ((control inputt)

The initial value off φ has been
n considered as π/6 and th
he microrobot has been iinitially locaated at the
origin of reference coorrdinates. Thee rotation anngle variation
n rate (φ) will be reducedd over the tiime. After
four secondds, it will be changed witth fewer graddients. In thiis situation, the magnitudde of ω1 wo
ould reach
ω2 . In the simulation, the magnitudde of ω2 haas been choseen as 600 rad/s and thenn, the angularr speed of
first flagelluum has beenn determined
d through thee control law
w of Eq. (14)). At the begginning, the rotational
angles tendd to be channged with higher
h
gradieent. In this vicinity, a larger contrrol effort is required.
However, bby the trackiing error red
duction, a gr
gradual decreease may occcur in the ccontrol efforrt. Results
obtained froom simulatioon show thatt, tracking errror between
n  and d converges tto zero. As a result of
this converggence, microorobot follow
ws the desiredd path.

ONCLUSIO
5. CO
ON
ming microroobots make them attractive, particuularly in meedical and
Biomedical applicationns of swimm
biomechaniics fields. These
T
micro
odevices havve the poteential of en
ntering in thhe human body
b
and
accomplishiing many coomplex operrations. Thesse show the necessity off developingg a maneuveerable and
controllablee medical miicrorobot. Th
he main partt of swimmiing microrob
bots is the prropulsion meechanism.
Based on fl
flagellar motion, we hav
ve applied tw
wo prokaryottic flagella for
f propulsioon. In our design, the
viscous forcces had a siignificant rolle comparedd to inertial forces. Resistive-force ttheory was utilized
u
to
derive the ppropulsion foorce created by each flaggellum. It haas been show
wn that whenn each flagelllum spins
with differeent frequencyy, microrobo
ot rotates aboout z-axis and
d moves alon
ng a circularr path in the x-y plane.
After dynam
mic modelingg of the entirre system of the proposed
d microrobott, tracking coontrol was co
onsidered.
Making miicrorobot folllow the dessired path iss the objecttive of the control.
c
To acquire thiss purpose,
feedback linearization method wass utilized. R
Results obtain
ned from simulation shhow that app
plying the
designed coontroller resuults in perfectt tracking guuaranteed witth considerab
ble accuracyy. However, advancing
a
swimming m
microrobots to have the ability
a
of doiing three-dim
mensional motion was thhe main challlenge, and
can be studiied in the futture works.
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